Natural history and topographic pattern of progression of coronary calcification in symptomatic patients: An electron-beam CT study.
Electron-beam CT may assess the progression of coronary atherosclerosis by visualizing changes in calcification. The present investigation analyzes (1) the rate of progression of calcification in symptomatic patients, (2) the topographic pattern, and (3) the influence of baseline plaque burden and risk factors. Progression of calcification during a mean (median) interval of 18 (15) months was measured in 102 symptomatic outpatients (aged 59+/-9 years, 80% male) with calcification. In 4 patient groups with a baseline total score (Agatston criteria) of 1 to 30, >30 to 100, >100 to 400, and >400, the median was 3.1, 26.1, 58.9, and 109.7, respectively, for absolute annual progression of the score (P<0.05) and 57%, 49%, 32%, and 15%, respectively, for relative progression (P<0.05). On the coronary segmental level, changes were largely restricted to typical predilection sites of coronary atherosclerosis. The presence of angiographically defined coronary narrowing influenced absolute, but not relative, progression. Of the risk factors, only low density lipoprotein cholesterol levels showed a trend, although not significant, for predicting progression. These data indicate that baseline plaque burden determines the rate of progression of calcification. This appears to be a coronary systemic process, reflecting the natural history of coronary atherosclerosis.